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ZedAI telcon 20090420
From zedwiki
Note: this meeting will be held at 1300h UTC. Find the meeting time in your geographical location
(http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?
month=4&day=20&year=2009&hour=13&min=0&sec=0&p1=0) .
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Scribe
James

Present
Markus, Per, Boris, Josh, Matt, Sam, Stephen, Ole, Kate

Regrets
Kenny

Action Items
Markus to send list of RelaxNG-compatible tools to e-mail list
Everyone to read through XForms/QTI document for next call
Markus to add spec prose on cascading level for inline styles: "For the purposes of the CSS cascade,
these values are considered author-level"
Markus to create wiki page devoted to level issue
Markus to invite people for profile testing
Markus to ask the DAISY list about how newspapers/periodicals markup is currently being done.
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Agenda
Risk analysis - discussion around W3C dependencies and a potential fallback plan
(See iteration report for details)
Options:
Wait and see what happens
Reduce our dependence on XHTML2
Make our own versions of XHTML2 core modules
Make our own version of XHTML modularization framework (this would cause
delay)
Planning of subWG work for this iteration (see Iteration 3 deliverables and Iteration 2 Issue Log)
Book profile testing, sample generation (Sam, Kate) (see existing Origin of Species sample
(http://code.google.com/p/zednext/source/browse/#svn/trunk/test/z3986a/book/valid) )
Agreed: @Sam and @Kate to continue work on examples (front/back matter and sample
chapter or two)
@Markus: Find out about using World Cultures and Geography book
MODS inclusion mechanism (Matt, Markus), and subsequently MODS validation. Depends in
part on input from testers.
James: Could we use MODS XML in head for cataloging data, then something else for
"peppered" data within document?
Markus: Maybe use Dublin Core for pepper?
@Matt and @Markus: Try this out to see how it looks
Interactivity feature (Dennis, Josh)
@All: Read through XForms/QTI document and make decision on which to use
MathML feature review and finalization (Markus, Dennis)
@Dennis: Close out action items from tracker
Answer questions about mathematic pragmatic schema modules: include or not?
ID-ness in MathML: @xml:id or @id? Can host grammar inject @xml:id?
RDF vocab granularity, integration with RDF/a schema enums (currently only integrates with
@role)
@Marisa: Do what needs doing
Newsfeeds profile testing, sample generation (Kennys subWG)
@Ole: produce samples and provide feedback (to be discussed on the subWG call)
@Kenny: Check with Australian publishers for content
Periodicals Profile (Kennys subWG)
@subWG: Revive periodicals work
Complete Primer document (@James)
Schema documentation refinements (@Per)
What tools are available to work with current profile schemas?
@Markus: Send list of RelaxNG-compatible tools to e-mail list
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